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INTRODUCTION  

The place where life is learnt in a way of rightful approach of sharing and caring is the 
premises of Dolphin Magic School. The vivid sound of innocence and mesmerizing 
beauty of heart which seek love and light make “Dolphin Magic School” one of the 
blessed places to be.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ACTIVITIES 

 Friday Activities 

Dolphin Magic School not only focuses on 
the teaching methodology but also 
enhances students to develop their body 
and mind through various Friday 
activities. Children from all class activity 
participate on various creative and 
productive activities. This helps them 
practice the upcoming obstacles.   

 
 

 
 
a. Quiz  

The word spelling context, General knowledge and beautiful participation of students 
makes Quiz Contest, always a wonderful activity to be done in Dolphin Magic School.  
From Class 2 to 5 participate on this activity. We created groups and group played contest 
with their friends.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. Handwriting Competition  

It is said in Psychology that handwriting of a person resembles the personality of that 
person. To build the positive attitude towards writing skills DMS organized the 
handwriting competition, which helped children to bring forth their eagerness on 
writing skills. It was held class wise and winner were also as per class wise basis.  

 



c. Marathon   

Physical stability gives mental healthiness and 
mental healthiness gives strong attitude towards 
study and everyday life. DMS is not only focused 
on quality education but also other life 
supporting activity which really comes handy at 
the time of need. From class one to class five 
children actively participated on Marathon held 
during Friday Activity.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Such a joy and activeness we could find on the faces of children. Marathon was great 
success to students and those who have come strong and winning will be rewarded their 
achievements on school day on March.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



d. Singing Competition 

Music is important part of life. In Dolphin Magic School, we celebrate music twice a 
week on Thursday and Friday. In a thought of exploring music and vocals within the 
children, DMS   organized singing competition as per the school calendar was planned. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

e. Gardening 

Agriculture and farming has 
become a trend in our school. 
Children don’t only eat; they also 
know where the food comes from. 
They are also learning how to grow 
crops on their own. This way of 
involvement also helps children to 
relate their studies to practical life. 
Pictures speak for themselves.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Result & Performance  

Students’ performance in exams and 
classroom activity has been really improved. 
They are securing good marks in the 
Performance test and First Terminal Exam.  
The result has been declared and handed 
over to parents.  

 
It is really good news that over 90% of the 
students secured good marks and rest of 
students are doing good under the supervision 
of teachers. Extra classes are being offered to 
any student for improving their studies. The 
overall result of students for first terminal has 
come good.   



 Individual Report from Class Five  

Pemba Tamanag   
He is one of the most intelligent student of the school. He 
used to read in class 2 in the previous year. But as per his 
understanding level, we decided to advance him to class 
five directly instead of class 4. He quickly adapted to class 5 
and is doing really good than most of the regular student of 
the class 5.   
He is a regular student of class 5. He regularly does all his 
assignment and is barely absent in the class. He is 
interested in sports and participates in all kinds of 
extracurricular activity. He has a very good potential on 
physical as well as mental aspects.  

He learns quickly and adapts to change much faster. Though his family background 
isn’t very impressive he has made the most out of our school opportunity. Pemba has 
been living in Bird’s Nest since 4 years and studied in DMS ever since.    

 
 
 
Manoj Tamang  
  
He is student of class 5. He is able to keep good relationship 
with his friends. He always shows a good respect towards 
his teachers and instructors. He is loving and caring for his 
youngsters in school. Though he is bit weak in studies than 
other students, he has good discipline in class. He is also 
the one who is most absent among the five in class.   
 
Manoj try and concentrate while in class on the day he is 
attending school. According to Rewant Bhandari, music 
teacher of DMS, “Manoj actually is brilliant in music and 
learns fast. The only problem is that he’s missing out on 
classes.” 

Manoj has a weak family background and his parents have drinking problem since long 
and still continuing so negligence at home could be the problem for his absence in 
school and performance in his studies. He also has a small brother Manik, He is four 
years old and seem to have lack of learning and physical growth like normal children. 
His brother is currently studying at DMS as a playgroup student.   



 
Prakash Basnet 

  
He is brother of Akash Basnet and Dipash Basnet who also 
study in Dolphin Magic School. His mother also works in 
the school helping in the kitchen. His father is paralyzed 
and cannot work for family. Despite Prakash’s poor family 
background he is regular in school. He is a well mannered 
child in school and also does his assignment in regular 
basis. His scores in the exams are more than good. He also 
is active in sports and has participated in every outdoor 
sports so far. He is keen in music and attends all the music 
classes.  

 

Sabina Tamang 

She has been living in Bird’s Nest since last six years. She is 
very interested in dance and arts and participates in every 
cultural program organized in school. She speaks good 
English and is punctual in school too. However her study isn’t 
as improved as it once was. Sabina seem to lose 
concentration while in class and also have less satisfying 
marks compared to others in the class. Overall Sabina is 
doing well. She is an excellent dancer and good student. She 
should be able to make her studies better with the help of the 
teachers and the extra classes on DMS.  

 

Sanju Tamang 

She is now 13 years old and has been living in Bird’s 
Nest since 7 years. Sanju is very smart and is the best 
scoring student in her class. She does her assignment 
regularly and attends school every day. Not only at 
class but on all the activities that’s held in DMS, Sanju 
participates. On sports week last season, Sanju won 
badminton and table tennis competition. She is also an 
excellent dancer and has danced along Sabina in almost 
every cultural program. Sanju is quite a bright student 
and has a great potential in her life as she keeps 
learning more every single day.  



Solar Installation in DMS  

Nepal has been suffering from load shedding 
since many years. It was really important for 
our school to be independent on electricity. 
There are so many important works in school 
such as printing, using the laptops, filtering the 
water, refrigerator etc. For all of these needs , 
our school installed Solar system which will 
continuously support the needs of school with-
out being dependent on local electricity. This is 
one of the greatest achievement of all times for 
our school.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Uniform and attendance 

Uniform is the basic means through which 
everyone recognizes the students. It also unites 
everyone into one realm. This academic year our 
students have got new uniform for Friday and 
Tuesday. It is green for girls and blue for boys. 
To encourage students to come to school 
regularly being neat and tidy, every end of the 
month teachers select the outstanding students 
and give them special cards which encourage 
others to become tidy. We hope this way will 
help maintain a good school in habit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now, students are more regular as well as neat and tidy. Besides there is speak in 
English rule in classroom and it is getting better every day.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Monsoon Vacation  

Monsoon is the rain of hope for many people in Nepal. It is 
because most of the people are dependent in agriculture and 
they totally depend in monsoon to cultivate their crops.  
Monsoon not only is a hope but also a terror. It flooded over 
80% of the land in plains of Nepal and most importantly it 
also swept away our school’s playground. It is not only 
monsoon to be blamed but also whoever constructing and 
planning to build those supporting walls which were missing 
proper drainage system. All swept away, the debris were 
deposited down in the main traffic road. The main road was 
blocked and it took more than 3 hours just to be able to make 
a temporary passage for the traffic.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

We called the digging machine to clear the way and traffic was normal after a week. 
Since the main way to school was blocked, hired workers from Arjun(contractor for 
construction in DMS) constructed temporary stairs so that the children and the 
teachers can easily come to school. Meanwhile local people also use the same way to go 
to Pharping and come home. Now again we will have to start from the beginning. This 
time it should be strong and well constructed. After this incident, school is completely 
safe and there is no problem regarding landslide anymore. No one was injured during 
this incident and school was closed for monsoon vacation. Vacation started from 17th 
July, 2016 to 31st July and school is now running normally.     

 

 

 

 
 

 



What teachers have to say   
                                                           Keshav Khatri  

Dolphin Magic School is renowned educational institute over 
here since 2010 for quality education and true learning. In my 
short teaching period (about one year), I found that kids are 
showing good discipline and respect towards teachers and love 
their youngsters’ too. DMS is not only providing quality 
education, it is also helping to develop children’s social 
development and Psychological development. And I have felt it 
is improving every day. 

I teach English subject. Children are quite good in English speaking and writing as well. 
Children are speaking English during school hours in the school premises. I am also 
satisfied with the children and school management.  

At Last, I found the local people of lamagaun showing great respect and thankfulness 
towards DMS and “Fiends for Nepal” for its co-operation in education, Health sector 
and drinking water project.  

 

 

 

 

     Ramesh Khatiwada 

Dolphin Magic School is rising as a hope in the field of 
education in Nepal. The people in Lamagaun have long been 
living in isolation where education didn’t matter much. So, 
before Dolphin Magic School was established many children 
who now are studying in our school never went to any school. 
Also every year the number of the students in DMS is rising.  As 
I have been a part of this organization for fourth year now, I 
can observe how the condition has dramatically improved in 
short period of time. I can feel how an idea can bring such a 
huge change. So, I really hope that DMS would continue giving 
hope to people to whom it was really needed.  

  
I’ve seen the ups and downs of this organization and have felt how it rose against all odds. 
And I strongly believe that Dolphin Magic School will be able to continue to do so. 



DMS GALLERY 
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